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Introduction

taining awareness of the priorities
of our stakeholders via consistent
outreach, liaisonship, and communication conduits (such as institution-wide membership on library
committees) provided us with the
critical foundation for a plan that
resonated with our stakeholders.
Not only did we transparently
provide the facts (the collections
budget, the cost to sustain existing
subscriptions, the dollar amount and
the number of journals or databases
to be cut, etc.), but we also provided
context. This came in the form of
documenting recent serials cuts, and,
more importantly, in describing the
impact the serials cuts would have
on teaching, learning, and research
success. Finally, interactive and
transparent displays of data — such
as usage, Eigenfactor, impact factor,
and local citation behavior — built
engagement and credibility with the
Context is Everything
Librarians are all too familiar with the university community.
During the most recent serials
need to manage the impact of inflation for
Figure 2. Selection of journals noted as most relevant
scholarly content on collections budgets. The review, the NCSU Libraries illuscombination of increasing annual unit costs for trated the potential impact of the cuts to campus leadership that were considered for cancellation due to the budget cut.
journal articles, a steady increase in the volume by focusing on:
of articles published each year, and a relative
(1) a high-profile faculty cluster
We aimed to minimize coverage duplication
decline in the funding rates for libraries by
program that hinges its success on
and weigh the value of the indexing of spetheir home organizations has created a toxic
supporting recently hired world-class
cialized publications against the broad but
mix of limited funds and increasing costs. This
researchers and on successful interdisnon-exhaustive coverage of tools such as the
unsustainable mix periodically necessitates a
ciplinary research; (2) the journals and
Web of Science. For databases, use data and
comprehensive review of journal subscriptions,
databases within the research interests
cost per search are data elements that inform,
packages, and licenses.
of campus leaders that would be cut; (3)
but have to be taken in context with the scope
the most important journals (measured
The NCSU Libraries has conducted four
of the database. Finally, we cut standing orders
by
requests
to
retain
and
usage)
that
public reviews since 2005, the most recent
and continuation resources which enabled us
would not be cut unless further budget
being in 2014 (http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/colto save an additional $48,000.
reductions were enacted.
lections/collectionsreview2014). Creating a
To show the impact on the faculty cluster
serials review plan that resonated with our
We knew that these cancellations decisions
stakeholders was key to collaborative deci- were going to have broad impact, so getting program and interdisciplinary research at NC
sion-making and community buy-in. Main- as much campus participation and buy-in as State, we created infographics that featured the
possible was critical. We knew journals and databases most relevant to those
that cutting journals would be key research areas and, in some cases, included
the most effective method to journals in which those faculty most recently
get us the furthest in terms of published (see Figure 1). Likewise, we creatmeeting our budget cuts (we ed a memo for campus leaders that listed the
cut about $440,000 worth of journals considered for cancellation that were
journals). Databases were more most relevant to their areas of research interest
contentious because it would and in which they had published the majority
be harder if not impossible of their scholarship (see Figure 2).
After multiple rounds of collecting camto provide alternate access to
database content (i.e., cannot pus-wide feedback which included votes on
Figure 1. Selection of journals with highest impact for interlibrary loan a database), but the top priority serials, we presented to our uniinterdisciplinary research at NC State that were considered we were still able to cut about versity library committees and oversight group
for cancellation due to the budget cut.
$130,000 worth of databases.
continued on page 14
Many libraries are familiar with this
scenario: the extent of journal and database
price inflation combined with budget cuts
necessitates frequent reviews and subsequent
cancellations of journals and databases. The
challenge is how to sustain as much quality
content as possible while getting through the
process without damaging the credibility of
the library and maintaining relationships that
keep the library front and center as a research
and teaching partner. We have conducted four
public reviews since 2005. In each case, we
have learned best practices and strategies for
engaging directly with our campus community — students, faculty, and staff — to involve
them in difficult decisions that could impact
their research and teaching capacity. In this
article, we describe strategies to create data-informed, community-driven feedback loops and
communication that fosters deeper engagement
with our campus community at all levels.
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We also leveraged campus communication
channels including the student newspaper, The
Technician, and email distribution lists of the
Faculty Senate, campus department heads,
a view of the journals with the highest usage deans, and directors. Our aim was to provide
(measured as full-text journal downloads) to as many venues to make our campus aware
illustrate the scale of use that would be limited of the need to make cuts and to give them
if and when these journals were cancelled due opportunities to provide us with their feedto the budget cut (see Figure 3).
back. In addition to campus communication venues, we launched
a website dedicated to all aspects
of the review process (http://www.
lib.ncsu.edu/collections/collectionsreview2014), accompanied by
an email campaign that included
internal communication with library staff to ensure consistency
in messaging, and one-pagers
that showcased paraphrases and
quotes from stakeholders. FinalFigure 3. Most downloaded journals that were con- ly, we added record-level notes
that would appear throughout our
sidered for cancellation due to the budget cut.
discovery systems when any of
the journals proposed for cancellation were
Getting our Ducks in a Row
Prior to inviting our campus to provide accessed via our website.
We were cognizant that campus stakeholdfeedback on what should be cut, we spent
approximately four months gathering and ers needed to have the opportunity to provide
reviewing data about our entire portfolio of feedback across multiple feedback windows.
serials commitments in order to decide which We structured our process around two main
journals and databases would be presented windows of feedback and offered venues for
to campus for their feedback. In addition to discussion with our Library Representatives
basic bibliographic data about the serials, we group and our University Library Committee.
leveraged a mix of data to make decisions about The feedback we received was diverse — it
which resources to propose for cancellation: consisted of “votes” to keep or cancel serials,
usage statistics, NCSU’s publication and personal notes reflecting the impact that a cancitation patterns in our journal subscriptions, cellation would have on research and teaching,
feedback from previous serials cuts, holdings and questions and concerns about the need to
across aggregators as well as publishers, and cancel serials. The value of crafting personal
responses to these concerns was immeasurable.
package/bundle dependencies.
All of this took place across a one-year Our email replies and face to face conversatimeline that took into account the academic tions had to be empathetic and respectful of
calendar, the need to provide opportunities for differing values and perspectives.
campus to provide feedback at multiple points,
Most of the concerns about the cuts were
and the need to provide our serials vendors directed at library staff. One lesson we learned
timely cancellation decisions (see Table 1).
is that we needed to find a way to enable a direct

Data Informed and Community ...
from page 12

collections to us instead of to the Provost and/
or Chancellor’s offices. For that feedback to
be more impactful, we attempted to redirect
it to the University Library Committee which
reports to the Provost.

Data-Informed (not Data-Driven)

Through our dedicated serials review
website, we provided multiple data points
to campus to consider during the feedback
windows including an overview of how to
interpret usage statistics, publication and
citation patterns, impact factor, formats, and
costs (http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/collections/
collectionsreview2014/factors).
The publication and citation trends in
combination with the usage statistics gave
our campus a sense of the impact of serials
on our campus community. It was illustrative
for faculty to get a sense of the wide range of
uptake of the serials. The impact factor data
was less useful, but we included it since there
is a general desire to see it from a segment of
the faculty.
Our final decisions to cut or keep serials
that were appealed by campus stakeholders
were based on a number of factors including
but not limited to: anticipated use by new
campus research foci, cost-per-use (CPU),
faculty intentions to rely heavily on journals
for teaching, multiple appeals from stakeholders, if aggregator access would suffice for the
intended use, and if interlibrary loan (ILL)
would support demand. For the CPU metric,
we did not institute a strict cut-off across the
board, but instead, considered a CPU of $10 or
more as unsustainable, as a general guideline
that could be weighed against other qualitative
and anecdotal feedback.
For the large journal packages (e.g., Wiley, Springer, Elsevier), we took advantage
of cancellation allowances where possible as
doing so enabled a small amount of flexibility
and control over costs. Likewise, we assessed
the value of the smaller packages and bundle
dependencies noting that, in some cases, breaking a bundle helped us realize cost savings,
while in other cases, it would have cost more
to subscribe piecemeal to serials we wanted to
keep if we unbundled them. For one package,
we negotiated cutting our spend in half by
eliminating journals that were low use, saving
money and creating a package of journals more
relevant to our stakeholders.

Collecting Stakeholder Feedback

Table 1. Summarized timeline of serials review and cancellation.

Communication Strategies

As we prepared our communication with
campus, we started with our advocates — the
University Library Committee and the Library
Representatives (for each academic department), both of which are composed of faculty,
students, staff, and campus administrators.
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channel of feedback from campus stakeholders
to campus administrators who oversee allocations to the library collections. Because we led
the campus communication about the budget
cuts and the necessary journal and database
cancellations, our campus channeled their
concerns about increased funding for library

We notified our campus Library Representatives and department heads when the
first list of potential cancellations was made
available and we invited them to disseminate
the information to their colleagues to provide
feedback to the Libraries about which serials
should be kept.
The list of potential cancellations was
presented for review and ranking as an online
webform or as a downloadable .csv (comma-separated) file (source code for the webform is available at https://www.lib.ncsu.edu/
collections/projects/collectionsreview/source).
This initial list contained approximately 900
serials from all subject areas. Campus was
continued on page 15
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Data Informed and ...
from page 14
asked to only review and rank the serials
of relevance to their disciplines and areas
of interest. We provided sorting features
in the webform (and in the downloadable
.csv file) to enable stakeholders to focus
their review on their areas of interest.
We used a three-tiered ranking system:
1 - Top Priority, 2 - Medium Priority, 3
- Low Priority. The webform collected
and stored the feedback for our review
and analysis (see Figure 4).
After two windows of feedback from
campus stakeholders, we heard from
1,183 people (610 faculty and 471 students, a 26% response rate from faculty
and a 5% response rate from graduate
students). The feedback resulted in
10,177 rankings of journals with 644
journals having two or more “Top priority
to keep” votes. Only 52 journals were
ranked as “Low priority” or “Medium
priority” by campus.

Short- and Long-term Impacts

We shared these results with campus
Figure 4. Screenshot of webform used to collect campus feedback on serials proposed for
through memos to the University Library
cancellation.
Committee and the Library Representatives for each academic department. In
the memo, we explained that the 52 journals noted that future support is vital to managing against their home organization budgets shows
ranked as “Low priority” or “Medium priority” annual inflationary cost increases (5-7% for no sign of abating in the near-term. Add to
would only meet $57,700 of the overall cut. journals and databases, and 3-5% for books) that the broadening conception of the collecThe 644 journals with multiple “Top priority” while sustaining resources to support growing tions budget as a potential source to support
non-traditional items such as digital scholarly
votes cost $654,800 in total. The bottom line research programs and faculty hiring.
communication tools, funding open scholarwas that we would need to cut 62% of the “Top
Pointing to the Future
ship, software applications, digital preservapriority” journals in order to meet the budget
The unsustainable mix of per article cost tion, and organizational memberships — and
target. A further impact that we shared was
that, as a result of these deep cuts, we antici- increases, increasing number of articles pub- the reality of ongoing pressure on collections
pated that we would need to support increased lished, and a relative decline in library funding
continued on page 20
interlibrary loans (ILLs) for the cancelled
journals at a cost of $10-$30 per article.
We ended up cutting 626 journals, 30
databases, and over 130 standing orders
and continuations in order to meet the
needed cut to the collections budget.
Since the cuts were made, we have
monitored ILL requests for the cancelled
serials on a quarterly basis to determine
if we need to reinstate highly-requested
serials (as long as we have funding to do
so). To date, we have reinstated approximately 30 journals and one database. Of
the journals that were cancelled, 10-12%
were requested via ILL. We joined the
RAPID ILL network, and nearly all of
the requests for cancelled journals were
fulfilled via RapidILL service at no
additional charge, vastly mitigating the
impact of the cuts.
After the cancellations were fully enacted, our University Library Committee
encouraged us to document and share
data on where our library is positioned
amongst our peers along with the impact
of inflationary increases. The NCSU Libraries remains in the bottom 1/3 of our
peer group for collections expenditures,
and an additional $2.7 million below the
Figure 5. Comparison of NCSU Libraries collection expenditures compared to peers and estiaverage of our peers (see Figure 5). We mates of funding needed to bring our collections allocation to the average and median of these peers.
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Taking New Aim at an Old Problem ...
from page 19
year to year, the library seemed no worse off
(save for those pesky cancellation projects
every five years)? Why should they take
individual responsibility for dealing with
this problem if their colleagues were able
to blissfully carry on? Well, things have
changed at the UO and the budgeting and
allocation process on campus no longer sanctions large carryforwards. The library has
gone from having several hundred thousand
dollars with which to smooth over increases
to a projected carryforward of only $30,000
this fiscal year.
Now, back to the thread of addressing
high inflating titles on a case-by-case basis.
Collection Managers are developing a methodology to provide subject specialists with timely
provision of the data that they need to make
retention decisions throughout the fiscal year.
As SJ&Ds come up for renewal, price increases
will be noted and any SJ&Ds that are seen to
be inflating over projections will be flagged
for review. Subject specialists will need to
decide whether to cover the amount over the
projections in one of two ways:
• Cancel to cover the additional cost
• Transfer discretionary funds to cover
the additional cost
The review and evaluation is expected to
trigger dialogue with UO faculty that will
provide more understanding about the costs
of resources in a given discipline and make
transparent the dilemma that the library faces
in managing monetary resources within its
budget. By taking new aim at the problem of
excessive inflation at a more granular level, it
is hoped that librarians and faculty can work
together to confront the SJ&D crisis, moving
away from the pattern of the last fifty-six years
where the library hides the problem as long as
possible only to “surprise” the campus with the
periodic, disruptive and distasteful prospect of
a time consuming cancellation project.

Data Informed and ...
from page 15
budgets is clear. As a result, the need
for ongoing collections analytics
to maximize the efficiency of collections expenditures and periodic
large-scale reviews along the lines
of that described in this article will
continue. Creative budgeting and
advanced collections analytics only
serve to mitigate the problem while
multiple communities in the scholarly
communication ecosystem search for
systemic solutions. Solutions that
support creating a more elastic market, where price per unit and publication volume are both contained, offer
long-term relief from the need for
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How Does This Work?

So, that’s the idea: subject specialists will
manage serials subscriptions in real time within
a fixed budget. The days of focusing solely on
spending out discretionary funds and paying
little heed to how much the cost of serials are
going up are over … probably forever. But,
how do we make this work?
The UO implemented the first step in this
process during the past fiscal year. In the past,
Subject Specialists managed fund lines in the
structure that I’m calling “Old Method”:
1-line: Monographs
2-line: Subscriptions: serials/databases
3-line: New serials
4-line: Standing Orders
5-line: Approval plan, if applicable
Going forward, the fund line structure will
use a “New Method”:
1-line: Discretionary
2-line: Recurring obligations
4-line: Standing Orders
5-line: Approval plan, if applicable
You can see that the 1- and 3-lines have
been combined to create a single discretionary
fund line. The 2-line contains no discretionary
money and is entirely devoted to subscriptions.
The big change for Subject Specialists is that
the distinction between a separate pot of money
to purchase books and a separate pot of money
to buy new serials has been dissolved. All
new resources of any type must be purchased
from the discretionary 1-line. If the purchase
involves a recurring commitment, then money
will be transferred from the 1-line to the 2-line
to cover the expense.
Under this new arrangement, if a 2-line resource is cancelled, the amount that the library
last paid for the resource will be credited to the
1-line, unless the cancellation is to be applied
to cover the cost of inflation. This means that
1-line allocations will fluctuate from year to
year instead of remaining consistent. In the
past, everyone spent out the 1-lines and received
an identical allocation for monograph purchases

periodic reviews. While hopeful that
such long-term solutions can develop,
we support medium-term efforts, such
as evidence-based pricing and the
Pay It Forward Project,1 to create
more responsive pricing models. We
also intend to sustain investments in
leading-edge collections analytics
to position the NCSU Libraries to
leverage emerging pricing models and
prepare for future reviews.

Endnotes
1. “Findings and Other News from
the Pay-It-Forward Project,” http://
icis.ucdavis.edu/?page_id=713.
Last viewed January 18, 2017.

at the start of the subsequent fiscal year. Acquisitions will use an internal spreadsheet to track
transfers back and forth between fund lines, and
this information will be used to set the budget
allocations for the next fiscal year.

To Summarize

• Subject specialists assume responsibility for managing inflationary
increases
• Inflationary increases over the
amount given to the library for
covering general inflation will be
covered through cancellation or
moving 1-line funds; this will be a
choice left to the Subject Specialist
• Inflation on titles locked into package deals (bundled titles from a
publisher with a multi-year provision
and known inflation rates) will be
covered centrally as the amount
should be known ahead of time

A Few Concluding Thoughts
In years, when the UO Libraries actually
receives any augments to its collections budget,
the infusion will be spread across the fund
lines in the form of a percentage increase and
Subject Specialists will only need to cover the
difference if a publisher charges more than that
percentage. For FY 17, the library was given
no money to cover inflation, so any increase, no
matter how big or small will need to be taken
into account — a worst case scenario.
Years like the one we will be heading into
have the potential to drain all the discretionary
money. So, what happens then? It seems likely
that we will need to take a very hard look at the
large packages where we are locked into multiyear contracts. At what point does holding
titles in these big deals, where we admittedly
can lock in lower inflationary increases, become false economy?
Will this new level of accountability and
management work to stave off disruptive cancellation projects? The end of the story has yet
to be written.

Rumors
from page 8
called PIQL will save the data as film. PIQL believes that they
can store the data inside a deep mine that is frozen permafrost.
This vault sits alongside the Global Seed Vault, a collection of
seeds that would allow humanity to survive should food supplies
be wiped out. So far the UK and US have not opted to store
any national archives in the vault but they may choose to join
Mexico and Brazil at a later time.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4357644/
Doomsday-Vault-opens-precious-books-stored.html#ixzz4cjxZNMZR
Speaking of old, Merriam Webster is the oldest dictionary
publisher in America. Did you know that MW has turned itself
into a social media powerhouse over the past few years? Editors
star in online videos on hot button topics like the serial comma.
continued on page 26
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